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Bentsen says
Quayle pale
against JFK
The Indiana senator said he
has more experience in critical
areas than Democrat Dukakis
and added, "If qualifications
alone are going to be the issue in
this campaign, George Bush has
more qualifications than Michael Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen combined."
John Kennedy served in Congress 14 years before winning
the White House in 1960. Quayle
has served 12 years.
The debate was dominated
"That was really uncalled
for," the 41-year-old Quayle re- from the beginning by questions
torted to his 67-year-old rival. over the qualifications the
Replied Bentsen: "You're the 41-year-old Quayle possesses for
one that was making the com- the vice presidency.
Bentsen. who has sharply
parison, senator ... and I did not
think the comparison was well questioned his rival's maturity
on the campaign trail, said a
taken."
The clash over Quayle's vice president must be prepared
readiness for high office was the to take over "without any maremotional climax of a high- gin for error."
"The debate is about the
stakes debate in which the vice
E residential candidates also col- presidency itself," he said. "The
ded over the environment, stakes could not be higher."
Social Security and campaign
G See Debate, page 3.
reform.
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - Republican vice presidential candidate Dan Quayle said he has as
much experience as John F.
Kennedy had when he led the
White House and is "prepared to
lead this country" if necessary.
"Senator, you're no Jack
Kennedy," Democratic rival
Lloyd Bentsen shot back in the
dramatic highlight of a 90-mlnute campaign debate.
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Kreischer Concert

" "

Greg Macklln, front, and Rick Powell, in the background, perform in
Kreischer Dining Hall yesterday afternoon. The two form the acoustic
rock'n'roll band "Earthwood.' They have played together for 19 years,

The University Activities Organization planned for the band to play on
the lawn of the Student Services Building, but because of the cool
weather they played inside

Tuition hikesexceed inflation rate
by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

Over the past eight years, the cost of
higher education across the country
and at the University
has risen faster than
the rate of inflation.
According to the
Chronicle of Higher
Education, national
tuition costs have
risen 7 percent this
fall while the rate of
inflation from January to December D on
1987 as determined ""
by the Consumer Price Index, was 4.4
percent.

This fall, the University experienced housing, 17 percent on transportation,
an increase in instructional fees of 12.96 16 percent on food and 6 percent each on
percent from 1987-68 fees.
clothing and medical care.
However, Christopher Dal ton, University vice president of planning and
According to Leo Navin, professor of
budgeting, said the index is not an ac- economics, the index prices a "basket
curate measure of the cost of higher ed- of goods" used by most consumers.
ucation.
These prices are then compared to the
"Higher education costs are very costs of the same goods in previous
different from the Consumer Price In- years.
dex," Dal ton said. "The cost of educa"With higher education, you are not
tion differs from the cost of food and
dealing with a basket of goods, but with
housing."
a mixture of goods and services that are
The index, issued by the Bureau of being supplied," Navin said. "The mixLabor Statistics, is a gauge used to ture of service consists of salary costs,
determine how people spend their which make up 70 to 80 percent of the
money. On the average, consumers cost. The balance, which is the other 20
spend 42 percent of their income on to 30 percent, consists of outlays for

equipment, library acquisitions and utilities."
Dalton said this is why the index has
more of an effect on the faculty and
staff salaries.
"The University is a labor-intensive
effort," Dalton said. "The salaries of
faculty, administration and classified
staff go up and that has an impact on
the cost of education.
"When the Consumer Price Index increases at a high rate, salaries and the
cost of education lag behind. You try to
catch up in these periods when you get
behind. This is one of the reasons why
salary increases have been higher
lately."

Also having an effect on the cost of
higher education is the increasing rate
of University expenditures, which have
increased faster than the index rate.
"The cost of education increases because you have to keep buying new
equipment and you have to keep up with
new technology — like the on-fine computer registration," he said.
The University is facing major increases in employee health insurance,
postage rates, library books and journals, and faculty and staff salaries,
Dalton said.
Dalton said by comparision to the
other 10 public universities in Ohio, the
average salaries of University staff and
faculty are lower.

Ideas rewarded with cash Fate unknown for
by Amy Burkett
wire editor
A program implemented for
the 1988-89 school year offers
classified staff members the opportunity to earn money by
offering creative ideas for University use.
According to Chris Sexton,
chair of the Share of Savings
program committee and
WBGU-TV business manager,
by suggesting innovative ideas
that can be implemented at the
University, classified staff

Staff will share In revenue
if suggestions make money
members can earn a percentage
of money the University saves
or generates by using the proposal.
Sexton said a committee doing
a study of University wages developed the SOS program.
Members of the Classified Staff
Council reviewed the idea and
passed it on to the administration.
She said there are two types of

cash awards given for implemented ideas.
Ideas will be considered if
they save the University money
or net new revenues.
"To be considered a cost savings, the idea must save the University at least $250," she said.
"The person who came up with
the idea will receive 40 percent
of the first year's estimated savings. The person will receive

this when the idea is implemented."
A classified staff member can
also earn money for an idea that
generates $2,500 in revenue. She
said the person offering the idea
will receive 4 percent or the first
year's revenue.
According to Sexton the net
revenue payment is given to the
idea initiator in two installments, 50 percent upon implementation and the remaining 50
percent at the end of the
12-month period.
D See Savings, page 4.

Elevators run inefficiently
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter
While students in Offenhauer
West may be enjoying the efficiency of new elevators, problems still exist with the elevators in the Jerome Library and
Offenhauer East.
Rush Miller, dean of library
and learning resources, said
one of the elevators in the library would not stop on the
floor selected and the doors
would not open when the elevator stopped. He said the elevator has now been out of order

for almost two weeks.
"We know it's a problem and
this is the worst episode," he
said.
"We've had some pretty upset staff and students," said
Dennis East, assistant dean of
the library.
According to Miller, there is
a maintenance elevator but it
can only be operated by a special key which maintenance
personnel have.
"The problem (with the
broken elevator) is being
looked into," Miller said.
He said he did not know when
the elevator would be fixed.

Thursday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today's weather forecast calls for partly
cloudy skies and cool
temperatures with the
expected high of 50
degrees. Tonight will
be clear and cold
with the low In the
upper 20s. Friday's
weather outlook calls
for mostly sunny skies with warmer temperatures In the mid to upper 50s

The elevators are equipped
with an alarm system that
alert people if anyone is
trapped In one.
"People do get stuck in them
occasionally, (but) there have
been no injuries," Miller said.
Keith Pagan, associate director of plant operations,
could not be reached for comment Wednesday.
Charles Johnson Jr., hall director of Offenhauer East, said
the same problems are occurring in elevators there due to
student abuse and the age of
elevators.
He said the University is

considering replacing or upgrading those elevators next
summer by installing new floor
panels and a new motor mechanism.
A similar project was undertaken on the Offenhauer West
elevators, at an expense of
$70,000.
According to Johnson, the
elevators are considered safe
and meet state regulations, although they occasionally malfunction.
"They're as safe as any elevator you get into anywhere
else and we want to maintain
their safety," Johnson said.

nine Americans

WIESBADEN, West Germany (AP) - There are no signs that the
nine American hostages in Lebanon will be freed soon, despite the
release of an Indian captive, a U.S. State Department official said
Wednesday.
Doctors said former hostage Mithileshwar Singh was in good spirits but under tremendous stress.
The official said a State Department debriefing team started questioning Singh, an Indian citizen and resident alien of the United
States, in hopes of learning about the American hostages.
Singh went to the U.S. Air Force Hospital in Wiesbaden early
Wednesday, two days after his captors released him in what they
said was a goodwill gesture. Sixteen foreign hostages are still held in
Lebanon.
"One wants to be encouraged that they will be released, but we really don't know," the U.S. official said at the hospital. "There are no
indications that others are coming out."
The official, an expert on hostage issues, spoke on condition of
strict anonymity.
Of those holding hostages in Lebanon, the State Department official said: "It is our opinion that they are under the influence of Iran,
and are part of Hezbollah."
He added later: "There are indications that they (the kidnappers)
are backed by Iran— we assume financed by Iran."
A team of 10 to 12 State Department officials flew to Wiesbaden
Wednesday to interview Singh, 60, who was a captive for 20 months.
Singh said after his release that three American educators abducted with him were "OK."
"It's better for me not to make any statements because we don't
know what might hurt them," he said. "Please let me be quiet. ...It's
better for my colleagues.''
Dr. Robert W. Gilmore, head of the Wiesbaden hospital, said a preliminary examination indicated Singh was given adequate medical
treatment during his captivity.
"He lost significant weight and muscle mass. But he was afforded
visits by a physician and treatment was appropriate for his illnesses," Gilmore said.
Armed men dressed as policemen took Singh hostage Jan. 24,1987,
on the Beirut University College campus in Moslem west Beirut,
along with Americans Alarm Steen, Robert Polhill and Jesse Turner.

yVews in Brief
Campaign polls reveal
varied popularity levels
NEW YORK (AP) — A second national poll has
found Democrat Michael Dukakis closing on
George Bush in the presidential race, although a
newer survey released Wednesday gave the Republican a slightly better lead.
Both surveys found many voters expressing
concern about Bush's running mate, Sen. Dan
Quayle of Indiana.
The newer poll, an ABC News-Washington Post
survey conducted from Sept. 28 through Tuesday,

Sut the race at 51-44 percent with the Republicans
i the numerical lead. The poll of 1,196 likely
voters had an error margin of about four points.
In the other survey, a Harris poll conducted last
week, the Republicans won support from 49 percent of 1,235 likely voters, to 46 percent for the
Democrats. It also was a dead heat, given the
threfrpoint margin of error.
A Harris poll early last month put the race a bit
wider, at 50-44 with Bush and Quayle ahead. Similarly, a CBS News-New York Times poll released
Tuesday put the race at 48-46, tightened from 49-44
later last month.
The ABC-Post and Harris polls were released on
the night of Quayle's debate with Sen. Lloyd Bent-

sen of Texas, the Democratic vice presidential
nominee. Like other polls, both found doubts about
Quayle's qualifications for office.
In the ABC-Post poll, 40 percent said Quayle was
qualified to be vice president, but 33 percent said
not; the rest didn't know. By contrast, 67 percent
said Bentsen was qualified and just 7 percent said

not.

In the Harris poll, conducted Sept. 24-29, only a
third believed Quayle was qualified to be president
if that became necessary. When respondents were
asked their preference for vice president only,
Bentsen beat Quayle solidly. 59-37. And voters by
56-25 percent said Dukakis had done better than
Bush at picking a running mate.
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Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
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and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
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right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
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Editorial Editor
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Ban on calendar unjust
At Ohio State University a bare-chested furor is
erupting and if the school's righteous administrators do not end it, the state's university will become a cesspool of impurity.
That must be the current thinking of school officials, who have banned the sale of a 1989 calendar
featuring mostly bare-chested OSU men in the
school'sbookstores.
But they do allow Playboy, Playgirl and similar
magazines to be sold in the same bookstores.
Selling these magazines, but banning the calendar in OSU bookstores, makes about as much sense
as putting Brutus Buckeye on University of Michigan sweatshirts.
The calendar, which was created by an OSU
sophomore, does feature the bare-chested men in
provocative poses, but they are not nude.
An OSU official has said it was not appropriate
for the university to endorse a pin-up calendar.
That prompted the calendar's creator to change the
name of the calendar from "Men of OSU" to "Images: Men of the Scarlet and Gray."
But by banning the calendar from the school's
bookstores, the university is infringing on the students' right to free enterprise, although the calendar is being sold in Columbus-area bookstores. The
student said he wanted to test his business and
marketing skills so he decided to create the calendar.
Not only has he probably received more education by creating the calendar than he ever would in
a classroom, he is also learning a harsh lesson in
contradiction from school officials.
Judging by the close-minded actions of OSU officials, the Playboys, Playgirls and other magazines
could be the next items removed from the bookstores.
School officials should allow the calendars to be
sold in their bookstores — bare chests and all.

Help those less fortunate
Tragedies occur that leave people devastated —
without their home, food or any possessions.
And for a brief time the nation, including the University, will mourn with them.
But then we get on with our nine-to-five jobs, our
classes, our own problems.
However, students in one University organization, in alliance with a local church, have not forgotten the victims of one recent disaster — Hurricane Gilbert.
The Carribean Association and United Christian
Fellowship have joined forces and are sponsoring a
food drive. They are collecting canned goods and
donations to send to victims of the hurricane in Jamaica.
One third of the housing faculties in that country
have been destroyed. The people are in need of
food.
Luckily, most of our country was spared by the
hurricane. When we, as students, wait in line in the
cafeteria for a choice of food, and return to our
dorm rooms or apartments, let's not forget those
not as fortunate.
Life is unpredictable, and perhaps Bowling
Green will be the next victim. So if you have a few
extra cans of vegetables or some spare change this
week, make a contribution and make a difference.
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The ABC's of ACLU episodes
cause.
The ACLU has not taken
Bush's comments lightly. Ira
Glasser, the organization's
president, expressed indignation at the vice president's criticism and promptly began a
national campaign of his own, a
campaign designed to reveal the
non-parti&an, egalitarian nature
of his maligned organization. A
new television commercial featuring actor Burt Lancaster
aims to dispel notions that the
ACLU is anything other than a
vigilant group that looks out for
the rights of everyone -left,
center, and right.
A closer look at the ACLU's
history reveals that Bush is correct and Glasser less than honest. Despite a few notable exceptions
e.g., the ACLU's defense of Oliver North
the
ACLU has maintained an
agenda about which any good
Massachusetts liberal could be
proud. It is, in fact, a liberal
counterpart of, say, the Moral
Majority or Concerned Women
for America. In a free nation, of
course, the ACLU has every

right to champion its causes, recruit members and seek to influence public policy. But it
should not do so under the guise
of the disinterested protector of
individual rights.
Considering that one of its
Brimary goals, especially over
le past two decades, has been
to eradicate any sign of virile
Christianity from public life, the
ACLU has a clear agenda. In
working to neuter Christianity
found outside church property,
while simultaneously enhancing
the influence of non-religious
and anti-religious groups, the
ACLU has been in the vanguard
of the pro-abortion crusade.
A staunch advocate of abortion-on-demand, the ACLU has
recently sought to neutralize one
of the pro-life movement's mam
agents, the Roman Catholic
Church. Arguing that the church
has used its tax-exempt status to
further a political cause - saving unborn children - the ACLU
has tried to silence the voices of
pro-lifers nationwide.
In virtually any area of life in
which the morality of main-

stream America - Judeo-Christian morality - could have any
influence, the ACLU has fought
a tireless campaign to defend
the cause of the aberrant and the
perverse. Anyone with serious
doubts that the ACLU is anything other than the left-leaning
organization George Bush called
it might well benefit from glancing through William A. Donohue's "The Politics of the American Civil Liberties Union," an
impressive book documenting
the ACLU's favorite causes of
recent years.
Despite the depressing reality
of the ACLU's leftist fervor, ft
should be encouraging to the
American public to see that in a
presidential campaign where
Michael Dukakis had hoped to
avoid the question of ideology,
he has been forced to pledge his
allegiance to something.
Bruce Edwards and Peter
Schreffler both teach in the English department and are unrepentant, flag-waving, pledgemouthing, card-carrying members of the Thousand Points of
Light Society.

Professor Klein indicates that tions of student transcripts and
he intends to establish a dia- then to admit, only parenthetilogue on teacher education. cally, that such a measure is
However, since his words are grossly deficient?
more characteristic of demaEdward Fiscus
goguery than dialogue, I am
department of special educaI commend Tom Klein for skeptical.
tion
taking the initiative to publicly
At Klein's suggestion, I used
share his views of teacher edu- Neil Postman's concept of "crap
cation in his commentary enti- detecting" to analyze his comtled, "What is happening to our mentary on teacher education.
teachers?" (BG News, Sept. 7). The following questions have reWith that said, however, my sulted from such a "detection
praise must end. His commen- anaylsis": 1) Why does Klein
I would like to commend the
tary implies that we have a poor say he does not intend "to bash BG News for the Sept. 30 article
teacher preparation program our College of Education" and and photo essay which dealt
and that we are "...cheating our then proceed to do so?
with the problems facing the
teachers out of a sound educa2) Is the use of the term, "Col- migrant worker in the Bowling
tion." This is not the case at the lege of Education," a simple Green area. The life these miUniversity. The truth is that inaccuracy or is it an attempt, grant workers lead is one unteacher education is in good possibly unconscious, to ae- common and/or even incomshape and getting better. Stu- emphasize the importance of prehensible to many, if not
dents who are enrolled in our BGSU's College of Education most, individuals in this college
teacher preparation program, and Allied Professions to the community. There comes a
and those who my be consider- role and mission of our Universi- point, however, when those of us
ing such enrollment in the fu- ty?
not leading such a way of life
ture, can be proud of the fact
3) Is it logical for Klein to base must be aware of the oppression
that they have a sound program his judgment of the quality of and struggle for daily survival
available to them at BGSU.
teacher training on examina- of individuals such as the migrant workers.
In becoming aware, attemptBLOOM COUNTY
ing to find an outlet for positive
action to aid in rectifying the
problem should be considered.
An individual may believe there
is nothing he/she can possibly
do to help the migrant workers.
Yet. there is. The BG Peace Coalition has organized a grape
boycott which includes a month
of fasting by various faculty,
staff and students and several
events to promote awareness
and understanding in regard to
the migrant workers and the
necessity of the grape boycott.
One may wonder: why boycott
grapes? First, grapes are a huge
industry in California that use
five of the deadliest pesticides
produced. Fresh table grapes in
our grocery stores from late
May to December come from
California; thus we, as consumers, also come in contact
with these pesticides.
Second, we must boycott
grapes because these growers
are the most powerful lobby opposing effective enforcement of
farm labor laws — laws that
would prohibit such pesticides to

be used on the produce and allow
safer conditions for both the migrant worker and consumer.
The United Farm Workers
(UFW), a union created to
protect the rights of the farm
worker, believes that boycotting
grapes is the most urgent and
beneficial solution. A successful
boycott would result in better
conditions for the farm worker
and fresh produce free of deadly
chemicals hazardous to both the
consumer and worker. The
Peace Coalition is supporting
this effort. It is an opportunity
for everyone concerned about
the plight of migrant workers to
be part of a solution to a problem
that is "right in our backyard."
Pam Boehm — Peace Coalition
OCMB #0467

In the presidential debate of
Sept. 25, George Bush charged
Michael Dukakis with being a
"card-carrying member of the
American Civil Liberties
Union." Bush claimed that the
ACLU is an organization consistently on the side of the leftof-mainstream causes, implying
that Dukakis' membership in it
is yet another sign of his liberal
ideology. Bush listed four current ACLU causes - removing
the words "In God We Trust*
from our coins, ending the G,
PG, R, X movie rating system,
defending the free speech rights
of child pornographers and revoking the tax-exempt status of
the Roman Catholic Church none of which plays very well
in Peoria.
After freezing before the
cameras (or continuing to
freeze), Dukakis uttered a handful of forgettable lines and the
issue was not raised again that
evening. But the next day, before a friendly crowd in Cleveland, Dukakis defended his
membership, claiming it did not
mean he supported every ACLU

LETTERS
University's teacher
education is better

Boycott grapes
tor tarm workers

Open breakfast
to all students
In response to the article,
"Olscamp Cancels Monday
Breakfast Sept. 27, we applaud
Sou, President Paul Olscamp.
fe believe that you were the
epitome of true maturity and
understanding. You are a great
PR man for campus unity and
equality.
As president of this University, you should represent ALL
students; their pasts, presents
and futures. In the past, you
have asked for student input.
You have made it known that
you wanted to hear from students. However, this input is not
very balanced if you only listen
to those views which you wish to
hear.
If it were so important for you
not to have Mr. Taliaferro in
your home, why not switch the
location of your breakfast? Or
was it just speaking with Mr. Taliaferro that made you so upset?
We would like to know the answer because both of us have
broken a few rules in the past.
Does this mean that we are not
allowed to attend those Wednesday open forums?
Sue Downey—OCMB #1399
Jamie Slavin — OCMB #6772
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BG schools encourage Service gets more calls
college students to vote Escorts requested otter recent rope incident
by Betty Kramer
reporter
A national campaign featuring commercials by Frank Zappa and other well-known celebrities encouraging the younger
generation to vote has a new
helper—the Bowling Green City
Schools.
According to Richard Cummings. district superintendent,
the school system is joining the
bandwagon of organizations encouraging college-age students
to vote.
Cummings said everyone
must be registered by Oct. 11 to
be eligible to vote on Nov. 8. The
school district has a major interest in the results of the
November ballot, he said, as the
fate of a 4-mill operating levy to
support the city schools will be
decided.
"College students have the responsibility to be knowledgeable
about local issues the same as
any other citizen — and voting is
a major part," Cummings said.
He said he has "great faith"
the community will pass the
levy. However, he said he is
"more interested in seeing the
students at the University vote
than in our own issue."
Young Americans have a

"College students have the responsibility
to be knowledgeable about local issues
the same as any other citizen — and
voting is a major part."
-Richard Cummings, BG schools

superintendent
privilege their ancestors fought
tor — and the privilege to vote
should be utilized, he said.
"Voting is the one shot we
have that other countries don't
have." Cummings said. "If we
could just get them (the students) involved in voting, then
whether they choose to support
our issue is their business.
He said the city schools and
the University have many ties,
so being involved in the student
voting campaign is not unusual.
University students spend
60,000 or more hours in city
schools observing and participating in classroom activities,
he said.
He said there are also about 80
student teachers from the University placed in city schools, he
said.
"We are very much involved
with them (University students) " Cummings said.
Marlene Purdy, Board of Ed-

ucation president, said the task
at hand —getting students interested in voting — is "very difficult."
"Primarily because it is a
presidential year, there will be
more students voting, but what
we are hoping is that they will
also learn about the community
and education issues that are involved," Purdy said. "We want
them to feel ownership to the
community."
A University alumna, Purdy
said when she was a student, college students were not allowed
to vote. She said she hopes students take an interest in city issues because "many students
are here more than they are at
home."
Cummings said, despite the
efforts by campus Republican
and Democrat groups, he believes there are still hundreds of
students not registered to vote.

1 ALL YOU CAN EAT 1

□ Continued from page 1.
More than once Quayle insisted that "age alone" was not
the issue, but experience. He
said that on arms control, the
deficit and education, he had a

record in Congress, and said,
"I'm prepared" to take over in
the event of the death of the
president.
Asked what his first step
would be, he replied, "First I'd
say a prayer for myself, for the
country that I was about to lead

and then I would assemble his
(the president's) people and
talk."
Later, Quayle said he did not
want to address hypothetical
questions but wanted to assure
voters, "I will be prepared to
lead this country."
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(with this coupon)
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4:30-7:00 p.m.

rested and charged Juan M. Saavedra, 3660
County Road, Woodville, for the rape of the
18-year old student.
One student who contacted the service for an
Although the phones at the University Escort escort last night did express concern over the
Service were ringing more frequently Tuesday rape incident.
night, the coordinator for the service said it is
That's why she called (because of the
difficult to determine if a recent off-campus rape)," said Sean McDonnell, assistant coorrape was a reason for the increased number of dinator of the service. "She had to cross over
calls.
the railroad tracks and she didn't want to go
According to Susie Miller, junior business alone. She said she would be using us more
major, the Escort Service received 26 phone often because of the rape."
calls Tuesday night. Usually, the group averAs of 9 p.m. Wednesday, the Escort Service
ages 10 to 25 phone calls on Tuesday evenings.
had received nine requests for escorts. McCon"Last night was the highest number of phone nell said that number would probably triple by
calls we have had all year," Miller said. "We the end of the evening because the service
saw an increase of about 10 more calls than we receives most of its phone calls after 9:30 p.m.
usually get on Tuesday."
The Escort Service usually experiences an
Miller said the Escort Service should know by increase in requests for escorts following an inthe end of this week or the beginning of next cident in which someone is attacked or raped,
week if the rape has increased its volume of Miller said.
calls.
"We made sure we had enough people to
A University student was allegedly raped cover for us Tuesday night because we felt
early Sunday morning after being picked up by there would probably be an increase," Miller
a man in a pickup truck. The victim was abduc- said. "If he wasn't caught, there probably
ted on a Bowling Green city street.
would have been a higher increase than the one
The Wood County Sheriff's department ar- we saw last night."
by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

. . .$4.00
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IHow to stand out
inacrowdJ
The American Express* Card gels an outstanding welcome
virtually anywhere you shop, whether its for a leather jacket
or a leather-bound classic Whether you're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. So during college
and after, its the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want
How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success And because we
believe in your potential, we've made it easier
to get the American Express Card right now.
Whether you're a freshman, senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers For details, pick up an
application on campus
Or call I -800-THE-CARD and ask for
a student application
The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It"
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'Frank's Place newest
non-alcoholic nightclub
by Deborah Gottschalk
assistant managing editor

As the number of underage Universitv students increases as a
result of the raised drinking age,
the number of non-alcoholic
night spots also grows.
. To kick off Alcohol Awareness
Week, the University Activities
Organization is opening its nonalcnolic night club, ''Frank's
Place," in Prout Cafeteria.
Frank's Place, named in
honor of Frank Prout, becomes
the third non-alcholic entertainment spot opened for students on-campus.
Beth Adler, UAO coordinator
of the nightclub, said the opening dance on Oct. 21 will feature
an alcohol awareness theme.
She said the idea for the new
nightspot was developed because students need "a place to

go to have fun, socialize, meet
new people and learn."
Adler said Frank's Place does
not want to compete with the
Dry Dock, which is open every
Saturday and every other Friday night in Harshman Quadrangle or Quad Rock Cafe, open
every other Thursday in Founders Quadrangle.
Instead, she said it is to provide entertainment more often
for those students unable to
legally enter the Bowling Green
bars.
"Now on Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays there is a place to
go so that students who don't
want to drink have something to
do," she said.
She said Frank's Place will be
a learning environment because
much of the entertainment will
be "off the beat."
The nightclub, which will be
open from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., will
host a masquerade party Oct.
28.
Three UAO committees are
coordinating the nightclub

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

events. Adler said they began
designing it over a month ago
and are now in the process of lining up talent ana advertising,
preparing to open.
She said the entertainment
will be provided by community
members and University students and will include mimes,
bands,disc jockeys and comics.
Each of the three coordinating
UAO committees will be responsible for arranging the talent,
adding that the committees can
have another University organization or UAO committee co-sponsor the event because "although UAO wants to have an upbeat program that many people
attend, they do not have a major
budget."
She said she hopes Frank's
Place will "start with a bang
and keep it that way, but with a
new program, you never can
tell."
"I think if we get 100 to 200
people, that will be good, because Prout is a small place,"
she said.

Sew What?

Noel le Ash, sophomore fashion merchandising major, sews a skirt for her Home Economics 101, clothing
design construction, class. Behind her are Dawn Vosbury and Laura Amour, both sophomores, and Kimberley Hoste, junior, also working on their skirt projects. All are fashion merchandising majors.

Math majors in high demand
matics is $21,246.
Hayden said that average is relatively high in comparison to the
$22,000 average for all majors combined.

by Laura Spitzer
reporter

immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

You won't believe it
until you see it.
TACO BELL now has

Twenty-two percent of all companies are looking for students with
degrees in mathematics, according to math professors.
John Hayden, professor of mathematics and statistics, spoke to a
K>up of math majors and prospective majors at a seminar held
esday to inform them about job opportunities in the field.

Among the companies interested in hiring graduates with math
degrees are consulting, personnel, pharmeceufical, phone and computer hardware and software firms, he said.
"With just a little bit of mathematics you're on your way," Hayden said.
There are 250 math majors at the University, 200 of which are in
"Even Hallmark is looking for math majors... mathematics peo- secondary education. Hayden said the University has one of "«e
ple are good workers. Their discipline is solving problems," Hayden most popular secondary education programs in the country.
said.
He said even before graduation the mathematics department can
help its students' pocketbooks.
He said math is the most competitive major on campus.
According to a 1988 Michigan State University study, the average
V. Frederick Rickey, professor of mathematics and statistics,
starting salary for a graduate with a bachelor's degree in mathe- said the department has more than $250,000 in scholarship funds ana
it gives out about $18,000 a year.
Hayden said students considering a career mathematics should
begin by enrolling in a math course.
THE WASH HOUSE
"Take your first course and if you like it, become a math major."

24 HR. COIN-OP LAUNDROMAT
250 N. Main - 1 block No. of Howard's
VISIT OUR DAIRY DEPOT & TANNING CENTER
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Any refused idea will be returned with an explanation of
why it is not workable at the Universitv, she said. The idea can
be re-submitted after 12 months.

Debbie Klimczak

Social

NMPC

"By doing this, a person could
receive more money than anticipated if the plan was a success, or nothing more if it
failed," Sexton said. "There is
no upward limit to how much
someone can earn in this process."
Dean Gerkens, worker's compensation manager and coordinator of the program, is in
charge of distributing and collecting the applications.
"I give interested people the
form and log completed forms
into the computer," Gerkens
said. "Then I forward the completed form to the committee."
Sexton said the ideas are secured by numbering them so no
one can submit the same idea as

someone else and get credit for
it.
"Somebody cannot come in
two hours later with the same
idea," Sexton said.
Any classified personnel
whose job responsibility is not
related to the suggestion is eligible to participate in the SOS
program, Sexton said.
The program began July 1.
According to Sexton, there have
been five ideas submitted for
consideration, four of which
were given for review to the department they would affect, she
said.

Anissa Coe
Cyndi Rengert

Spirit

Savings
D Continued from page 1.

Shannon Griffin

Secretary I

Treasurer

BGSU Theatre
Noises Off
by Michael Frayn

g Chi Omega would like y
to announce their 1988
Fall Pledge Class Officers

BG News/Susan Schulz

Katie Jirik/Mikki Kast
Karen Esterlin
Mendy Hutchisen
Katie Walker
Maria Gerrick

NMPC Fundraising..Michelle Hanneman

Cottage I.D. Night
reduced admission with I.D.
■ENTERFOLD CONTEST
I RIDAY:
Silver Bullet Night
96* Drinks & Suds
Collect all the
SILVER BULLETS
and win Fantastic Prizes)
18 and over
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• Resumes

• LaserWriter output

• Full-service computerized

• Convert your word processing

graphic arts camera
• Design and/or typeset any
job, large or small

disk to typeset-quality output
• Convert Mocintosh* to
PC files and vice versa

Cat us for further Information
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University jobs
cause of high
employment
"Wood County
has a good
economy — it's
always been very
stable. It has a
good makeup of
businesses."

by Rebecca Thomas
assistant city editor

Wood County has one of the
lowest unemployment rates
of area counties and the large
number of Jobs provided By
the University is a malor
reason, according to one University professor.
George Howick, director of
the management center and a
Erofessor of business, said
ecause the University is one
of the malor employers in
Wood County, the community
is not as affected by the employment cycle as some others.
"This level of employment
is not volatile," Howick said.
"This makes the University
less subject to the employment cycle."
The Wood County unemployment rate was reported
as 4.7 percent in June 1988,
compared to an Ottawa
County rate of 6 percent and a
7.6 percent rate in Sandusky
County for the same month.
Howick said another factor
for the low rate is that Wood
County has the qualities an
area needs to attract new industry.
"The county has excellent
surface transportation, it's
close to a major port in
Toledo, it has good refuse
disposal and gooafire protection," Howick said. "Also, the
area political leaders have
always enacted good policies
to encourage the attraction of
new businesses."
In addition to providing
jobs, the University also serves to attract industry to the
city, he said.
"The University is very
important in plant location,

-Don Wonnell
considering the availability of
faculty and trained personnel
for consulting, as well as the
cultural ana sports attractions," he said.
Howick said the types of
businesses in the county are
diverse— an important quality during a time of economic
recovery. He said because the
county serves a broad range
of markets, many industries
are attracted to the area, he
said.
Don Wonnell, Toledo labor
market analyst for the state
of Ohio, said wood County has
a history of maintaining a
stable economy.
"Wood County has a good
economy — it's always been
very stable," Wonnell said.
"It has a good makeup of
businesses.,r
For the future, Howick said
he predicts the county would
encounter problems if the inflation rate rises.
"Inflation reduces the purchase of capital goods and interest rate-sensitive materials," Howick said. "If there is
high inflation, the interest
rale will rise, and the economy will suffer. In high inflation, we can definitely suffer
here."
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Zoning request denied
students traveling back and forth to classes,
she said.

by Linda Hoy
city editor

Although a zoning request by Cardinal Industries, Inc. was denied yesterday by the
city planning commission, a Cardinal representative said the company is not giving up
on its goal of developing a student apartment complex in Bowling Green.
About 250 people attended the commission's meeting last night and heard Cardinal
representative Tim Greene present his
company's proposal to develop a 115-unit
apartment complex on 13 acres north of
Scott Hamilton Avenue and east of Mercer
Road.
Cardinal Industries requested a change in
the zoning of the area from R-2, singlefamily residential, to S-l, planned residential, so the complex could be built.
Following opposition voiced by Ward 2 residents, the planning commission unanimously voted down Cardinal's request.
Resident concerns focused on protection of
the family neighborhoods in Ward 2.
Katie Williams of 212 Williams St. said she
wants to maintain the "good quality of life"
existing in Ward 2.
An apartment complex would increase
traffic and noise in the area from University

"We are not against students," said Williams, a 29-year resident of Ward 2.
Steve Arnold, 139 Williams St., said the
Ward 2 residents' opposition to Cardinal's
plan is not a negative reflection on the University or students.
Residents' main concern is to retain the
"residential character of the neighborhood," Arnold said.
Ray Martin, 218 Crim St., said the development of one apartment complex in the
area could spark the building of others, as
occurred in the "numbered streets."
The area in Second through Eighth streets
housed a few apartment complexes in the
1960s but the number has grown, causing residents to feel "sandwiched between the University and apartment complexes," Martin said.

In response to resident concerns, Cardinal
developed a proposal to build a "bufferzone" around the apartment complex. The
zone would include landscaping and possible
screening to "physically and psychologically" separate the complex from family areas,
Greene said.
"We feel strongly enough about the market conditions that we are willing to consider
any remedy or compromise to bring our
apartment complex to Bowling Green," he
said.
Greene said Cardinal, which owns 40 acres
in the area where it proposes to build the
complex, would donate 20 acres to the city to
be used for the public good.
After his "compromise proposal" failed to
rouse any support, Greene made a second
proposal which generated loud boos from the
audience.

He said a similar growth of apartment
complexes could occur in streets such as
Crim, Williams, Biddle and State.

He proposed that Cardinal might develop
the entire 40 acres as it is currently zoned,
R-2, and build single family dwellings to
house students.

"I don't think there's anybody who can
guarantee us that our neighborhood will be
preserved," he said.

City Council can overturn the planning
commission's decision on the zoning change
with a 6-1 vote.

"Beforegoin'toNATIONWISE,
the only filter Emma ever
changed was on our
coffee maker/'

Got a news tip?
A hot story idea?

Call the News at 372-2603.
Follow the Falcons Every Saturday
with

FM88.1

This Saturday...
OHIO U. vs. BOWLING GREEN
for
Live MAC Football Actionl
Anheuser-Busch Pre-Game Show 1:00 p.m.
Join JEFF INGALLS and TIM PIAI
For the Homecoming Kickoff
WBGU • FM 88.1: Bowling Green's Sports Leaders

LOYAL FANS...
... WE NEED YOU NOW MORE THAN EVER.
... THE PLAYERS NEED US TO SUPPORT THEM...
... THE BGSU FOOTBALL TEAM NEEDS US
DESPERATELY...
... THE ONLY WAY TO HELP MOTIVATE THE
BG FANS AND TEAM IS IN OUR
OWN MINDS AND ON THE HOME
FIELD.
I BELIEVE WIN OR LOSE THAT THE
BOWLING GREEN FALCONS ARE
THE BEST...
I'M CONCERNED WITH THE ATTITUDE
A LOT OF PEOPLE HAVE TOWARDS
THE FALCON TEAM...
... GOOD LUCK FALCONS, FOR NOW, AND
THE REST OF THE SEASON.

GET BEHIND THE TEAM!

FALCONS

vs.

Before I left for work this morning, Emma, my wife, didn't
know a carburetor from a percolator. But on her trip to the market
today, her car started coughing and wheezing. She knew I always
went to NATIONWISE for parts and advice, so she popped in. Turns
out all she needed was a new fuel filter.
So she picked one up along with some free advice on
how to do the job. The guys at NATIONWISE must have taught
her well, cause she says she doesn't need any help
But I'm helping anyhow. While Emma's working
on the car, I'm working on dinner. The car's getting a new fuel filter.
And we're getting bean burger surprise. The filter's guaranteed.
Dinner's not.

Nationwise
#
AUTO PARTS AUTO^^ ^
1
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OHIO UNIVERSITY
SATURDAY
1:30 P.M. AT PERRY FIELD
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GENERAL BATTERY
CORPORATION
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Elsewhere
Chile elections calm
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — Military President
Augusto Pinochet held a slim lead in early
government-counted returns but a much larger
opposition tally had him trailing badly in Wednesday's plebiscite on whether his 15-year rule should
be extended to 1997.
The turnout was massive and peaceful.
Two hours elapsed between the Interior Ministry's first announcement of partial results and an
update. Meanwhile, Pinochet ninted to reporters of
possible street violence, and police and army units
began to patrol the streets in large numbers.
The ministry said returns from 676 of the 22,248
voting tables nationwide showed 95,668 "yes"
votes for continuing Pinochet's presidency and

86,746 "no" votes, with 2,024 blank votes and 2,066
voided for being wrongly marked. Interior Ministry undersecretary Alberto Cardemil said the
figures were from voting tables throughout Chile.
A 16-party opposition coalition conducting a parallel count said its partial totals, given two hours
after the ministry's update at 10 p.m. (9 p.m.
EDT), showed the "no" vote leading 318,381 to
189.813, with 13,60 blank votes and 9,172 nullified
ballots, an opposition spokesman announced.
Patricio Aylwin, president of the Christian Democratic Party and spokesman for the coalition,
Command for The No, said the results showed an
opposition victory. "It's clear that the majority of
Chileans have voted no," he said.

Honduras wants rebels out
UNITED NATIONS (AP) Honduras is calling for the creation of a United Nations peace
force to evacuate thousands of
Nicaraguan rebels based in
Honduras and relocate them far
from its borders.
The Honduran proposal, unveiled Tuesday night by Foreign
Minister Carlos Lopez Contreras, also would apply to the
comparatively small number of
leftist rebels from El Salvador
who operate out of Honduras.
State Department spokesman
Charles Redman said Tuesday
night he had not seen Lopez Con-

treras' speech and had no comment.

Union, as a
power."

Nonetheless, the speech appeared to signal Honduras'
determination to end the tacit
cooperation it has been providing to the United States by allowing the anti-communist rebels to
use Honduras as a staging area
for attacks against Nicaragua.

Lopez Contreras called on
U.N. Secretary-General Javier
Perez de CueUar to oversee the
creation of a peace force comprised of troops from Canada,
Spain and West Germany.

Underscoring Lopez Contreras' apparent effort to disassociate Honduras from U.S.jpolicy
was his description of the United
States, along with the Soviet

"hegemonistic

The force would guarantee the
"non-use" of Honduran territory
by foreign insurgents, he said,
adding that the proposed unit
should be authorized to use
force, if necessary, to achieve
its objectives.

NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA
Eight student organizations each select one student member to the
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students interested
in being considered for the selection to ACGFA may contact one of
the organizations listed below. The selection process will be completed by Friday, October 21, 1988.
African Peoples Association
Black Student Union
Commuter Off-Campus Organization
Interfraternity Council

Latino Student Union
Resident Student Association
Third World Graduate Association
Women for Women
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Ohio man pleads guilty
to not filing tax returns

Officers dragged three demonstrators to police vans Wednesday. Most demonstrators,
however, limited activities to
praying and singing hymns.
The bus was impounded as it
took demonstrators from a
silent vigil at one clinic to a
demonstration at another.
"The officer determined (the
bus) to be unsafe for operation.
When it was stopped there was
smoke coining out and it was
crowded with too many people,"
said police spokeswoman Myrna
May. She said she did not know
how many were aboard.

Death penalty upheld
in Toledo murder case

Protesters on Tuesday complained that police treated them
with unnecessary harshness,
twisting arms and fingers and
using pressure-point holds just
under the ears to force them Into
buses.
Some screamed or cried as
they were taken away, and four
were treated for apparently
minor injuries.

judge also may appoint certain experts for indigents if it
is "reasonably necessary for
the proper presentation of the
case."
In a sharply worded minority decision, Associate Justice Herbert Brown called
Wednesday's ruling unconstitutional and contended it violates "the capital sentencing
scheme in Ohio."
Brown said that when the
defense attorney is denied
appointment of an independent psychologist-expert, he
has to either request a mental
examination that would be
revealed to a jury or abandon
Ksible discovery of facts
t could mitigate the crime.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio's
Supreme Court ruled Wednesday that the death sentence is proper for Gregory
Esparza in the robbery and
slaying of an employee of a
Toledo carrvout store.
In a 5-2 decision, the court
rejected arguments by
Esparza's lawyer that a mental examination — given after
Esparza's 1983 conviction but
before the sentencing phase
of his trial — should have
been conducted by a person of
the defendant's choosing.
Associate Justice Robert
Holmes said in the majority
Siinion, however, that while
sparza was entitled to
request an examination, the

George Napper. Atlanta
commissioner of public safety,
said he believed there were isolated arrests "in which police
could have acted more gently"
but that he thought the overall
behavior was justified.

INTRODUCING
FAX
The Fastest Way To Send or Receive
A Document
1 5% Off With this ad

ONE ACCOUNT PLUS.
THE ADVANTAGES KEEP
ADDING UR

ATLANTA (AP) - Police
headed off anti-abortion sit-ins
Wednesday by impounding the
demonstrators' bus and increasing security at clinics where 360
people were arrested a day earlier during the protesters'
"siege of Atlanta."

ing as his own attorney and
arguing that the U.S. District
Court in Dayton lacked jurisdiction because he is a " citizen-inhabitant of the State of
Ohio" rather than a "citizeninhabitant of the District of
Columbia, a federal enclave,
U.S. territory or possession."
Gaddis, who was initially
charged with three counts of
income tax evasion, was allowed to plead guilty to the
lesser charges under an
agreement with federal prosecutors in exchange for his
promise to comply with the
tax laws.
He faces a maximum sentence of three years in prison
and a $45,000 fine.

Charles J. Gaddis, 66,
pleaded guilty Tuesday to
three counts of failure to file a
tax return, paid $20,000 in
back taxes and agreed to
make all of his tax Tiles current.
Gaddis, a member of a
local tax-protest group, was a
witness last year in the taxevasion trial of Nicholas J.
Philpot, who was sentenced to
nine years in prison and fined
$45,000.
Gaddis began his case act-
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Siege ends
after police
seize bus

News Briefs
DAYTON (AP) - A Springfield man has decided to
abandon his tax protest
against the federal government.

ISNewi

Demonstrators on Wednesday
arrived gradually at the Feminist Women's Health Clinic,
where police arrested one for
trying to jump a barricade and
two others tor assaulting a
woman trying to enter the clinic,
Mai. W.W. HoUey said.
About 50 police, including
several on horses, were posted
at the small clinic.
On Tuesday night about 75
people at an anti-abortion rally
stayed behind for tactical training.
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Homecoming
Mixer
Friday:
October 7th
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

In the
Lenhart
Grand
Ballroom

LOVESTREET
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HOMECOMING BALL
Sponsored by Black Student Union
Only Fifth Third's One Account
Plus can give you so much for so
little per month.
FIGURE IT OVT FOR
YOURSELF
Add up how much you're used
to paying for checking. Now total
up how much more you'd be getting (and how little you'd be paying), if you had One Account Plus
You'd get:
► Unlimited check writing
► Free personalized checks
► No minimum balance
► A Visa or MasterCard with no
annual fee*
► Discounted rates on installment

lorn*

► Visa or MasterCard Ready Reserve
► Maintain a minimum monthly bal► Fret traveler's checks, cashier's
ance of (2,000 in your One Account
checks and certified checks
Plus checking account.1
► FreeJeanies Private Une bill paying ► Average a quarterly balance of $5,000
► Free notary services
in a savings account.'
► A free safe deposit box for one year
► Maintain a minimum monthly bal► Plus, interest on your money
ance of $6,000 in a BankSafe*
Account.
The total cost for all these services? A paltry seven dollars a month ► Or deposit $7,500 to a Certificate of
Deposit.
Just a few dollars more than most
Call or stop by any Fifth Third
people pay for a regular account.
Banking Center for more information
ADD ON ANOTHER PLUS
on how to open your One Account
If you'd prefer getting all the
Plus.
benefits of a One Account Plus
checking account, without
RFTHTHIRPWIK
Of MORTHWfiTtftN OHIO
paying the monthly service
fee, just do one of the
IHm lmlHg Hn4ltJi „&,_ Bowling Grttu.
following.
FottorU, Bmscom, ami Netc Kltgel.
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Saturday, October 8, 1988
|Eppler Complex Gymnasium 10:00p.m. - 2:30 a.m.|
Semi-formal Dress

Admission is $1.00
ADVAMCED TICKET SALES ONLY
Can be purchased at the Upward Bound Office
301 Hayes Hall Tuesday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Limit:
2 Tickets
per Student

BGSU ID
Required
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Radon gas present in Ohio
University of Toledo researchers blame shale deposits
TOLEDO (AP) — The dangers of radon
gas may be most significant in five Ohio
counties where homes have been built on exposed or thinly covered portions of Ohio
shale, two University of Toledo researchers
said Wednesday.

cracks and openings around loose-fitting
pipes and sump pumps. If well water is used,
the gas can enter the house through taps ana
showers.
The gas is a byproduct of the radioactive
decay of uranium, an element that appears
in dangerously high concentrations in certain rock formations, such as Ohio shale.
The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency has estimated that 5,000 to 20,000
people in the nation will die of lung cancer
this year because of radon gas.
The $38,000 Ohio study was financed by an
Ohio Air Quality Development Authority
grant.

"The importance of this study is that we
are trying to relate geology to indoor radon
concentration. This is the first study in Ohio
to do that," said Ashok Kumar, an associate
professor of civil engineering.
The study's objective was to determine the
uranium and radon content of Ohio shale,
the one rock formation that contains more
uranium than any other in the state, and to
see if that somehow related to indoor radon
levels, said James Harrell, associate profesThe researchers studied the wintertime
sor of geology.
measurements of basement radon concentrations in seven counties. They found that
"The expectation was that it would, but no levels were above the EPA threshold of
one had ever gathered the data to see if that safety in more than 50 percent of the houses
was actually true. We're geologists and not tested in portions of Erie and Huron counties
air pollution specialists, and our interest in in northern Ohio, Franklin County in central
this was in explaining the occurrence of ra- Ohio, Logan County in southeast Ohio and
don and did radon have a geological orgin," Pike County in southern Ohio.
Harrell said.
The EPA considers 4 picocuries per liter of
Radon is a colorless and odorless radioac- air as the threshold for safety.
tive gas that can seep into basements
Ashtabula and Cuyahoga counties in
through porous cinder blocks, foundation northeast Ohio also were studied.

The researchers selected several study
areas in the seven counties to take
measurements from 22 single-family houses
and 234 Ohio shale rock samples from
December 1987 to February.
Although Ohio shale, also known as black
shale, underlies the entire eastern half of
Ohio, the rock formation only poses a radon
hazard in sections where it "crops out" at
the surface and is exposed or thinly covered,
Harrell said.
As part of the study, charcoal canisters
that absorb air particles were placed in each
home for a week. A special machine counted
the contaminated particles and determined
the radon levels in the house.
Between 64 percent and 83 percent of the
homes surveyed in Erie, Huron. Franklin,
Pike and Logan counties had radon concentrations above EPA guidelines. Homes
tested in Erie and Huron counties averaged
8.7 picocuries, followed by Franklin at 7.7,
Pike at 6.4 and Logan at 6.2.
In Cuyahoga County, 23 percent of the
homes tested had basement radon concentrations above EPA guidelines. The homes
averaged 2.3 picocuries.

Beverly Hills area Cuban authorities
sprayed for flies seize U.S. yacht
carrying cocaine
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Beverly Hills residents threw tarpaulins over their Porsches and
Ferraris and others planned to
stay indoors Wednesday as the
state prepared a sticky aerial
bombardment of Mediterranean
fruit fly pesticide.

Three helicopters were set to
spray Malathion over a
35-square-mile swath of homes
and businesses west of downtown, including sections of Beverly Hills, to stop a burgeoning
infestation of the cropdestroying pest.
The spraying, scheduled to
begin at 10 p.m., was threatened
by predictions of low clouds and
fog that could force grounding of
the helicopters, said William
Edwards, chief deputy to the
Los Angeles County agricultural
commissioner. The spraying
could be moved to Thursday
night, he said.
The target area is densely
packed with homes and busi. TUBA

nesses. Forty Medflies have
been found in yards since Sept.
26, indicating a serious infestation that, if allowed to spread,
could threaten crops worth $8
billion a year statewide, authorities said.

While the most exclusive residential sections of Beverly Hills,
including shaded streets dotted
with movie stars' mansions,
were not included in the spraying area, many of the community s expensive shops and opulent
apartment buildings fell into the
target zone, along with other
sections of Los Angeles and
other municipalities with homes
ranging from modest bungalows
to estates.

MEXICO CITY (AP) Cuban authorities seized a
U.S.-registered yacht in Cuban waters and arrested its
three crew members as they
were sailing from Florida to
pick up a cocaine shipment in
Colombia, the Cuban news
agency Prcnsa Latina said.
Prensa Latina, in a dispatch monitored in Mexico
City on Tuesday, quoted an
Interior Ministry statement
as saying coast guard personnel seized the Rosendo

NORTH RIDGEVILLE (AP)
— An Ohio Turnpike worker
pulled a toll booth operator to
safety Wednesday after a tractor-trailer crashed into a booth
at a turnpike entrance and
caught fire, authorities said.
The toll worker, Barbara Galvin, 43, of Grafton, and the truck
driver, Larry Ramsey, 44, of
Southgate, Mich., were treated
at area hospitals for minor injuries and released, hospital
officials said.

The ministry statement
identified the three crew
members as German Cardoso
Cruz, Juan Abreu Paez and
Calixto Evelio Hidalgo Diaz.
It said all were "of Cuban
origin" and that they left
Marathon, Fla., "with the objective of receiving a shipment of cocaine in Colombia."

Roger Bott, a dispatcher at
the State Highway Patrol's
Berea post, said the accident
happened about 6:50 a.m. as a
truck heading west on Interstate
480 tried to enter the turnpike.
The patrol is investigating the
•crash.

The wreck demolished the toll
booth in which Galvin was working and damaged a nearby
booth, said Bob Barnett,
spokesman for the Ohio Turnpike Commission. Drivers stop
at the booths to pick up tickets
Jim Gates was waiting in a before entering the turnpike, he
nearby turnpike utility building said.
to start work at 7 a.m. when he
Exit 9-A was closed after the
heard the truck crash into the
toll booth at entrance 9-A. about accident and probably will be
shut down for the next few days,
15 miles west of Cleveland.
Barnett said. Signs have been
"I really have no idea what posted to advise motorists to use
happened,' Gates said. "We exit 9, Ohio 10, to get from westheard a loud explosion ... in the bound Interstate 480 to the turnbuilding. We went out and the pike.
truck was on its side, just a mass
of fire. And we just fried to put
The Turnpike Commission has
the fire out and tried to find peo- not estimated how much it will
cost to repair the toll booths,
ple.
Barnett said.
"I lust tried to put the fire out
"It's never happened to this
and helped the truck driver get
out, then a few minutes later I extent, not at a toll plaza," Barwas able to find the other collec- nett said. "There have been
tor in the booth and get her by minor incidents of damage to
the ankles and drag her out. She toll booths by trucks, but nothing
serious."
was pinned under a beam."
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Cardoso on Monday after the
yacht entered Cuban territorial waters.
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RESTAURANT
AN SALOON
AND

D.J.
LIGHTS
DANCING
THURSDAY. FRIDAY & SATURDAY

The nearest commercial crops
are dozens of miles away from
the spray area, but the pest can
spread rapidly. Medflies lay
their eggs under the skin of a
wide variety of fruits and vegetables, hatching maggots that
destroy the crop.

TROMBONE

Truck rams booth,
toll collector saved
by turnpike worker
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THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY
AND CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS.
IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING
IN ONE OF THESE ENSEMBLES, CONTACT:

s

UNIVERSITY BANDS
1010 MUSICAL ARTS
372-2186
JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO 11 11
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING SUNDAY, OCT. 9
7:30 P.M. ROOM 1012 MMAC BUILDING, OR
CALL THE ABOVE PHONE. CREDIT AVAILABLE.
NON-MUSIC MAJORS WELCOME IN ANY BAND!
CLARINET
PERCUSSION
FLUTE

FUN FOOD
FUN TIMES
FOR FUN PEOPLE
353-0908

UPSTAIRS
LIVE ROCK-N-ROLL
5 Nights a week
Monday Night - Jazz night

- winter specials DOWNSTAIRS
FREE CUP OF SOUP WITH PURCHASE
OF OUR DAILY SPECIALS
OR
FREE WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY SANDWICH
MON. - FRI.

Celebrate with our German Feasts!
German Knockwurst
$3
Hot Apple Strudel
$2.95
Ask about our Gorman Boor Specials

Terry Davidson and
the Gears
Thursday Oct. 6-8
*Every Thrusday io-ll:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU
BAND UPDATES ON BC S
HOWARD'S IS A DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

WHY SHOULD YOU BUY
AN ALL-SPORTS PASS?
- BECAUSE IT'S GOOD FOR
ALL HOME FALCON FOOTBALL,
HOCKEY AND BASKETBALL GAMES.
THAT'S LESS THAN 65C PEP GAME!
- BECAUSE IT MAY BE THE
ONLY WAY TO SEE HOCKEY
THIS YEAR!
- BECAUSE IT'S ONLY $24.00
AND CAN BE CHARGED TO
YOUR BURSAR'S ACCOUNT!
GET YOURS NOW... BECAUSE
THERE IS ONLY A LIMITED
NUMBER AVAILABLE!

NEXT HOME FOOTBALL
THIS SATURDAY - HOMECOMING
FALCONS VS. OHIO UNIVERSITY
KICK-OFF 1:30 AT PERRY FEILD

HOCKEY HOME OPENER
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22
FALCONS VS\ OHIO STATE
FACE-OFF 7:30 AT ICE ARENA

LET'S GET ACQUAINTED!
FREE haircuts for Freshmen
HALF-PRICE for Upperclass
(with this ad)
10-3 Mon thru Thur
thru Oct. 29th!
Come see for yourself what a great job System
Seven Stylists will do with your hair. Freshmen (and
Freshwomen?) bring this ad... your "Class of '92"
button... and BGSU ID to get your FREE introductory
full-service haircut (includes shampoo & styling).
Upperclass people bring this ad & BGSU ID to get
HALF-PRICE welcome-back full-service haircut.
We're the BETTER place to spend your hair care
dollar!
Appointments not needed, but may be advisable
for this promotional period. 1072 N. Main Street between Hart's and State Liquor Store. Open 8-8
Mon. - Frl. & 8-6 Sat. VISA/MC accepted.

system severv
Kairstylirxg

Sports
Wind-aided goal powers Purple Aces
Late goal dooms BG
• IGNtwi

by Mark Huntebrlnker
assistant sports editor

The Evansville soccer team's
1-0 victory over Bowling Green
Sesterday was aided by a
lickey Cochrane Field trademark.
With under two minutes to
play in the game. Purple Ace
Eoalkeeper Jon Hailiwill had the
all in his hands in his own goal
area looking for an open teammate to receive his free kick.
Enter trademark— the wind.
With Wednesday's healthy
breeze at his back, Halliweil
dropkicked the ball downfield.
The wind aided ball sailed over
leaping BG defender Ron
Haines, who misjudged the ball,
and landed at the feet of Purple
Ace forward Rob Paterson just
outside the BG goal area. Paterson found himself all alone with
Falcon goalkeeper Mickey
Loescher the only obstacle between himself and paydirt.
Paterson couldn't get the ball
past Loescher. but Tim Ernst
did as he put the rebound into a
wide open net for the 1-0 victory.
UE, currently ranked 11th in
the nation, raised their record to
9-2-2, while BG dropped to 4-7.
Purple Ace head coach Fred
Schmalz said he was happy just

BG News/Paul Vernon

Evansville forward Tim Ernst battles Bowling Green's Kyle Royer for the ball in Wednesday's
contest at Mickey Cochrane Field. The Purple Aces defeated the Falcons 1 0.

to get out of town with a victory.
"We didn't play very well as a
team," Schmalz said. "We lost
our top defender in Dave Weir
yesterday, so we had to make
some minor adjustments. We
knew we in for a tough day because it's always a dogfight
when we play Bowling Green.
Getting into town was an adventure in itself for UE. The
game was delayed some 40
minutes due to a travel mixup.
The Purple Ace squad flew into
Dayton International Airport,
where a bus was to be waiting to
charter them to BG. The bus
was cancelled for reasons unknown, and by the time they
found an alternate bus they were
late for the scheduled 3:30 start.
The delay certainly did not
alter either team's aggressiveness. In fact, it seemed as if the
delay created more intensity.
Outside of of the Purple Aces attack on goal off the opening
kickoff, the first half was a defensive battle. This aspect
pleased Falcon head coach Gary
Palmisano.

"My main concern all year
has been our uiabilty to play
good, Quality team defense, he
said. "Today was the first time
we have played a whole game of
good team defense."
The shots on goal chart was a
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good indication of just how much
of a defensive battle the first
half was. EU managed two
shots, while the Falcons were
held to none. BG did not record a
shot on goal until Kyle Royer's
at the 5:19 mark of the second
half. The Falcons had a total of
two on the day, while UE
mustered seven.
Despite the lack of offensive
pressure, Palmisano said he
was very confident at halftime.
"Evansville plays a very high
pressure type of game," he said.
"I knew if we were tied at the
half, we would be right there at
the end because it is hard to apBly the type of pressure they do
ie whole day. We surely didn't
deserve to lose today." Schmalz
coincided with Palmisano.
"BG played very well as a
team," he said. "They were just
very unlucky in the end. It was a
case of goofy circumstances."
UE's Hailiwill summed up the
day appropriately. As the final
seconds ticked off the clock, the
Purple Ace goalkeeper could be
heard shouting, "It's just another windy day in Bowling
Green."
The Falcons host Ohio State
Saturday at 4 p.m. for Homecoming, before traveling to Dayton Wednesday for a 7 p.m.
contest.

Pirates axe successful Thrift

IONITE IS BARGAIN NITE
ALL SEATS $2.00

A

PITTSBURGH (AP) - The
Pittsburgh Pirates rebounded
from the brink of extinction to
become a winning, moneymaking franchise under General

NIGHTLY AT 7:15 & 9:30 P.M. V&T'Cl fl|

See The Pros
9% at Randy Coe's
y For All Your
^Automotive Needs!!

Manager Syd Thrift in just three
years.

where do the Pirates go from
here?

Now, sans Syd and his country
preacher style of management.

They forced Thrift to walk the
plank, but team president Carl
Barger and board chairman
Douglas Danforth are vowing to
stay the course — and that inTAKE CARE OF YOUR
cludes signing the high-salaried
players whose acquisition
LUNGS.
THEY'RE ONLY HUMAN. helped result in Thrift's firing.
'It has been speculated that
this might be the death of the
franchise, but I'm sure Syd will
agree that this will not be,"
Barger said. "We have a very,
very fine team, a very, very fine
woodland mol
•©-'•""jO-M*
manager (Jim Ley land) and a

tir*^

wonderful team — much of
which is attributable to Syd —
and an excellent front office and
excellent scouting organization.
"Our direction remains unchanged. We have every intention of getting there," he said.
Despite a rebuilding job admired by many in baseball,
Thrift was fired Tuesday by the
Pirates' board of directions
after allegations he tried to run
the franchise by himself.
"The chain of command starts
at the top, not the middle," said
board member Joe L. Brown,
the team's former general manager.

' cinema.

354 -0558
COCKTAIL

<v»

EVENINGS 6:50 9 20 .
BETRAYED
EVENINGS 6:459:15

ENGINE TUNE-UP
4 cyl — $49.95
6 cyl.—$56.95
8 cyl.—$64.95
Includes computerized engine pertor/nance analysis.
Check Oaiio'y. starting, charg.ng, combustion systems Install new spark plugs Sol
tinvng Adjust carburetor, where appdca
Die (extra charge il removal is necessary)
Warranted 6 months or 6.000 miles,
whichever comes first.

BRAKE SERVICE

$

49.95

DEAD RINGERS R

vy

Front or rear axle
Metallic Pads extra

Sufy MUFFLERS

EVENINGS 7:00 9:35

New front Mc psot. repack wneei txuumgi. recur
lace from rcaort Conventional rear wtieel ddve vehicles PriOH vary lor (root wheel drive. Cahper
overhaul ft neeoea Myrflaukc tervice wi re recommenoefl 4 needed lor site operation
Wirranltd • monlhi or S.OO0 rmlee. whichew
Comes lira!

INSTALLED $00 Q5
Fits Most Cars

HEARTBREAK
HOTflPG-13
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

Autumn
Business Card
Special
Bring in this coupon when ordering your C\
500 business cards, and receive
500 business cards FREE.
AH 1000 business cards must
be from the same original.
Offer expires November 4, 1988.

H

.to
NIGHT OF THE
DEMONS R

<3»

EVENINGS 9:45 ONLY

M •■■
WINTER RADIATOR
PROTECTION

$QQ95

39

Irciudesupto
t>vo gallons
cooiani/antii'ee«
Warranted 6
months or
6.000 miles,
whichever
comes first.

TRANSMISSION
SERVICE

$

39.95

Up to 5 gts Trans Fluid

OIL CHANGE &
CHASSIS LUBE
$1995

12

POLTERGEIST III FG-13
EVENINGS 7:05 ONLY

Lusricate chassis, dram oi> jnd
rth up to

quick print, inc.

<n
QUAUTY
OFFSET PRINTING
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
0
111 S. Main, Bowling Green
H|GH

Sr

352-5762

iMSOl

major D'jn J
motor oil Note spec.iMi
' result n ema charges
Brands may vary by location

BROADWAY STRUTTERS

^3 W
a play that traces the music of
^^r
Black women in history
Sponsored by the Board of Black Cultural Activities

RANDY COE'S AUTO SHOP
BIG
Service Department M\>
rams

Thursday, October 6, 1988 7 p.m.

AUTO

>

Just Say
Charge It!
Free Delivery & Pickup
"We Will Save You Money'

2 LOCATIONS:
1011 S. Main
330 S. Maple

□

PARTS/MACHINE
352-8421

wSrn —HOURSSERVICE: 8-5 Mon.-Fri
iaoov»
8-Noon Sat
MACMIWiHOP|

PARtfe:
SERVICE/BODY
352-5788

8-5 Mon.-Fri
8-Noon Sat.
TRANS. SERVICE
352-6966

24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE

Located on
S. Main
(Next to
Rudy's Hot
Dog)

D

Bryan Recital Hall
S2.0O - Tickets sold in advance at the
Office of Minority Student Activities
Tickets will also be sold at the door

D

■S Newt

Browns to play Charlton

Canseco
lifts A*s
to 2-1 win

BEREA, Ohio (AP) — First-round draft pick
Clifford Charlton will get his first significant playing time of the season Sunday against Seattle because of the injury that has sidelined second-year
linebacker Mike Junkin, Cleveland Browns' coach
Marty Schottenheimer said Wednesday.
Charlton, an outside linebacker, will fill in for
Junkin, an inside linebacker, when the Browns are
in their "Bear" alignment. That would put Charlton in a rushing position, outside of linebacker David Grayson.
Charlton's first NFL action other than on special
teams came in last week's victory at Pittsburgh, in
which he played some at left defensive end because rookie defensive lineman Michael D<
Dean
Perry was bothered by a sore knee.

BOSTON (AP) - Pitching and power, Oakland's
strengths in the regular
season, carried the A's to
victory in the playoff
opener against Boston on
Wednesday.
"We can hit the long ball
and we can shut you
down," said Dave Henderson, who drove in the
game-winning run with an
eighth-inning single in the
2-1 victory. "We can win
any way we have to win."
Jose Canseco hit the only
long ball for the A's with a
fourth-inning home run,
his fourth off Boston's
Bruce Hurst in 27 career
at-bats.
Canseco, who endured
taunts from the Fenway
park fans for most of the
chilly afternoon, said he
didn't hit the fastball on
the inner part of the plate
very well. Still, it went
over the left-field wall.
"Sometimes I just try to
hit fly balls here because
the wall is so close," Canseco said.

"In light of these injuries, all we do is keep going
to the next guy that we feel is best prepared to help
us win," Schottenheimer said. "I'm not concerned
about whether Clifford plays or doesn't play in
terms of his development. Right now, we're interested in finding a way to win games,
i
Charlton,
" m, a product of Florida,
lorida, had
nad been propro
jected as the Browns' starter at left outside unebacker when he was drafted. Grayson, however,
who joined Cleveland during the strike last year,
beat him out for the starting job.
"When we drafted Clifford, we didn't expect that
he was going to be an outstanding player right
away," Schottenheimer said. "And in light of the

James Brooks ran only a few
plays in practice Wednesday
and Stanley Wilson didn't practice at all. The offense worked
out with backups Stanford Jennings and rookie Ickey Woods,
along with recent acquisition
Marc Logan.

A week ago, following
the steroids scandal that
disqualifed Olympic runner Ben Johnson, Washington Post writer Thomas
Boswell alleged that Canseco has used steroids to
develop his physique. Canseco vehemently denies
ever using the drug.
Canseco warnedthat the
Red Sox need to win
Thursday night or the series is over.
"They're going to have
to think now about going
out to Oakland," he said.
'It's a biff ballpark and we
play well there. If they
drop two here, they're in
bigtrouble."
%

"There aren't many guys that come in as rookies
and are outstanding right away, because of the
process of development which only time can take
care of," Schottenheimer said. ''Basically, Clifford was a pass rusher (in college). He needed
some time to refine skills, particularly relative to
coverage."
Veteran inside linebacker Eddie Johnson, who
stepped in last week when Junkin was hurt, will
start at inside linebacker in the basic 3-4 defense,
Schottenheimer said.
The Browns also re-signed linebacker Anthony
Griggs on Wednesday. Griggs was traded to the
Indianapolis Colts on Aug. 30 for a future draft
choice, but the trade was nullified when the Colts
released him on Sept. 5.
To make room for Griggs, the Browns put Junkin on injured reserve.
Schottenheimer said cornerback Hanford Dixon
3uesthe
. Dixon a

pulled hamstring.

Cincy's Brooks, Wilson
likely to sit Sunday
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati coach Sam Wyche doesn't
expect to have either of his top
two running backs available for
the Bengals' game Sunday
against the New York Jets.

The A's slugger said he
wasn't bothered by the
fans' chants of "steroids,"
which began immediately
after his homer and were
heard again several times.
At one point, he turned to
the fans in right field,
shrugged and smiled.
"It wasn't a big deal. I
was just trying to have
fun," he said. 'I've heard
so many rumors, it doesn't
bother me. I just don't
want to have any distractions."

development of David Grayson, he wasn't given an
opportunity to perform. That, of course, is going to
retard anybody's progress."
Charlton wifl have some coverage assignments
in the Bear defense, but he'll principally be a rusher.

"I don't think either one of
them is going to be able to play
come Sunday," Wyche said.
Brooks ran a few plays with
his left hand in a large cast. He
broke a bone in the hand during
the Bengals' 45-21 victory Sunday over the Los Angeles
Raiders.
The cast and protective padding prevented Brooks from using his left hand to carry the
ball. Wyche said Brooks will be
fitted with a smaller cast Thursday, to see if it allows him to
hold the ball with that hand.
"With the cast on I just don't
see him playing this week,
maybe two weeks, something on
that order,'' Wyche said.
Brooks is the Bengals' leading

!,,I,
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NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball owners are contemplating filing a collusion grievance against the players' union because
star outfielders Darryl Strawberry and Eric Davis say they
want to play together with the Los Angeles Dodgers.
"Recent statements made by Darryl Strawberry and Eric
Davis raise serious questions about tampering and possibly
collusion," Ed Durso, executive vice president of the commissioner's office, said in a statement issued Wednesday. "We will
evaluate the situation thoroughly and take action, if appropriate, following the League Championship Series and World
Series."
Strawberry and Davis, who grew up together in Los Angeles,
said in separate interviews recently they would attempt to go
to the same team after the 1990 season, when both are eligible
for free agency.
Article XVIII, Section H of the collective-bargaining agreement states free agency "is a matter to be determined solely
by each player and each club for his or its own benefit. Players
shall not act in concert with other players and clubs shall not
act in concert with other clubs."
The provision has led to a series of collusion grievances by
the union against the clubs, and arbitrators have found clubs
guilty of conspiring against free agents following the 1985 and
1986 seasons.
"If the statements turn out to be true, if there were conversations between Strawberry and Davis, that would be a violation
of the agreement," said Barry Rona, head of the owners'
Player Relations Committee.

I \ 1 styrofoam cooler
bag of ice
2- DiBenedetto's Subs
6-pack of pop (your choice)
2- snack size bags of chips

s 295
DAILY HAPPY HOURS

Only $10.00

l-UMI

T.O.'s Too
Convenience Mart
(corner of S. College & E. Wooster)

"Your new party supply store!'

mONI r^,v

RIGHT
NOW!

•
•
•
•

1272 N. Main Street
352-2877

Equal Opportunity Employ*' MFMV

1570 E. Wooster Street
352-4461
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COUPON

Ben Franklin
C
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1-Hour Photo
& Enlargements
NOTICE
all 1 hour service
at reg. 1 hour price
(same day In by 11 a.m.
out after 5 p.m.)

PROCESSING

Select one
Q Process 2 rolls - 3rd roll processed FPEE
2 roil 24 = 1 free 24
2 roll 36 = 1 free 36
1 roll 24 + 1 roll 36 = 1 free 24
or
] A FPEE roll of KONCA with each 2 rolls processed
2 rolls 24 = 1 free roll 24 film
2 rolls 36 = 1 free roll 36 dim
2 rolls. 1-36 + 1-24 = 1 tree 24 film
or
3 Process 3 rolls - receive 1 sei of douoie prints
3 rolls 24 = 1 set ol 24 douae prints

COUPON

Starting Rate $3.80
Full & Part-Time Positions NOW OPEN.
Flexible Hours to fit your schedule.
Enjoy the best benefits package available.
Come meet our friendly team.

EVERYOAY
SOUP - SALAD - ROLL

Friday & Saturday Only

"It'll take me a couple more
days to get ready," he said.
Wilson was taken from the
field on a stretcher after he
bruised his lower back in the
Bengals' victory Sunday. He
also has a sore knee. Wilson is
the team's second-leading rusher with 226 yards in 64 carries.
He's also caught five passes for
66 yards and one touchdown.
The Bengals signed Logan on
Tuesday to give the backfield
some depth. Logan played for
the University of Kentucky and
was one of Cincinnati's fifthround draft choices last year.
The Bengals cut him during
training camp then brought him
back for the three strikereplacement games, when he
rushed for 203 yards on 37 carries for a 5.5-yard average.

9

ML owners turn tables:
claim player collusion

Homecoming Tailgate
^iio'^ Special
^$10-

rusher, rolling up 316 yards on 57
carries for a 5.5-yard average.
He also is the fourth-leading
receiver, having 143 yards on 11
receptions witn three touchdowns.
Brooks said the hand doesn't
hurt, but he couldn't hold the
ball in the left hand because of
the bulky cast and padding. He
said he'd try to practice again
Thursday in hopes of adjusting
to a smaller cast so he'd be availabletoplay.
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Downtown Bowling Green
Open 9-9 Mon-Sat 9-5 Sun
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HOMECOMING '88

FALCONS VS. OHIO U.
OCTOBER 8

COUNT

THINK YOUR
PARENTS ARE THE BEST?
THEN MAKE THEM
BGSU'S PARENT OF
THE YEAR!!!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE MONDAY,
OCTOBER 3RD THRU FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14TH
IN THE QffifcSi OFFICE - 3RD FLOOR UNION - 372-2343

ESSAYS DUE: FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14TH

MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!

• 300 Word Limit •
• On & Off Campus Students Encouraged To Apply •
• Parents and Student are guests of the University •
for the Weekend of October 28th, 1988

TICKETS ON SALE AT MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE AND
ALSO THROUGH GREEK ORGANIZATIONS - PROCEEDS FROM
TICKETS SOLD THROUGH GREEK ORGANIZATIONS BENEFIT A
CHARITY, TO BE NAMED LATER.

N

Classifieds

lO

CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS
• • • FALCON WHEELERS ■ ■ ■
Meeting--100 BA-9 OOPM
Can't make 'I? CO 2-3638
• • • ' -Wrath ol Grapes" • • •
20 mm film 00 me national grape boycott and
use ol pestioxJes on grapes
11 AM. 1 PM. 4 PM today
UCT Center 31 3 Thurstm 11 Rxjge
AMA
Homecoming Raffle
rickets at Union Oval
September 29 • October 6
12 30 PM to 2 30 PM
Wear your Homecoming Butten and get
■ Iree riffle ticket!
Attention ISU Members'
Hispanic Leadership Conference
Meeting on Thursday at 7 00 PM
2nd Floor Student Services
ATTENTION STUDENTS
The Center for Academic Options wi conduct a
National Student Exchange info, session at
4 00. October 13. Ohio Suite Find out about
the "U S Adventure'* CAO 231 Admm BkJg
372-8202
tOt 1ST ANNUAL FINI ART SH8W
Saturday, October •
Downtown Bowling Green
Artlets representing all medli Including
blown glass, painting, handmade papers.
pottery ETCI LIVE music, poetry reeding 1
Sponsored by the Downtown Business Assac.
'Make this a pan ot your
HOMECOMING Weekend lesthlllesl'
COME COMMUNICATE WITH Utl
Join tneipcociub every
Mem- al 7:J0 In 1*6 Soul* He"
Everyone from all majors are welcemel
CONFERENCE ON TUITION INCREASES SAT
OCT 22, 10 AM, 115 EDUCATION DR
MANNING MARABLE. KEYNOTE
• APSO EVENT'
EIQ MEETING
The Environmental Interest Group writ meet tonne at 7 30 in room 127 Hayes
DON'T FOROET
EVERY FRIOAY
ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
SOUP AND SANDWICH LUNCH, $1 00
UCF CENTER, comer of
Thurstm and Ridge
(Lively discussions on progressive
xtaas ol interest to you1)
FUN
Looking lor If Wove get Itl
CampusGklScouts. 8PM. Tuee Oct 11
Union 2nd floor lounge M-W Welcome!
Glass City Singles hosts dances on Friday and
Sunday thie week:
Friday. October 7
8 30pm ■ 1 am
Questymn
2426 Oregon Rd
Toteda. Ohio
Cover Charge $4 00
Sunday, October 9
Bp.m. • 12a.m.
Tamaron Country Club
2182 W Alexis Rd
Toledo. Ohio
Cover Charge $4 00
Help the Uda at St Judes Children's Hospital
■Jock to the Rhythm at the Undergraduate
Alumni Association's Rock-e-Thon on Oct 6 In
the Umon Oval from 9 AM to 5 PM Donations
wxl be accepted'
In Concert
BG PMharmonla
Robert Spano. Conductor
Bersoz: LeCorsair Overture
British Lea Muminstlon
Ann Corngan: Soprano
Brahms: Symphony No 1
Sun.Oct 9 3PM
KobackerHal
Free and Open to the Pubec
L.A.OA
There wi be meeting ol the Lesbian and Gey Alienee Thursday. October 6. at 8 30 PM The
meeting is Iree and open to ail and we be hetd »
the basement of the United Christian Fesowship
center Joanne Kros from University Placement
Services wil be guest speaker Cal the Link ler
moie Tennis
LATINO STUDENT UNION
General Meeting ■ Thursday 7 00 PM
Second Floor Student Services
SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER 17. 1988 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONes YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 4, 1088
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONING 372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER
IS PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAPSIZE

LOST * FOUND
FREE 4 nice cats dumped at our country
house Taks lores Cal 686 6835 after 5 30

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
Slt.OO
UnlOriplWcs
111 West Hall 372-7411

Abortion, Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choree
Center tor Choice II
Toledo. OH 258-7789
Attention Cossge Students
Need reports, essays, or resumes typed or
stored on disk? Cal Diana Weson 354-8159
between 8 AM and 5 PM M-Set
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For si your shipping needs
Federal Express. UPS
A-z DATA CENTER 352-5042
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR UFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

PERSONALS

SUBSTANTIAL I REWARD FOR RETURN NO
QUESTIONS ASKED OF A TRAY OF TOOLS
(MOSTLY METRIC) LEFT IN THE PARKINO
LOT NEXT TO OFPENHAUER TOWERS
383-3085 (LEAVE MESSAGE)

SERVICES OFFERED
For si your typing needs
(VZ Data Center

352-5042

"Susan Cheuvoront"
Dreams are tinted In red
Wishss sro Hood with silver blue
Tomorrow my hopes will be Heed with you!
May your Dig" path lead you In my way'
I lovs you so much'
PI PN Lovs, Your big
'Attention Students*
a) your |ob strsngs or unusual? Wed axe to hear
■bout if Cal The Key at 372-8086 Ask for
Amanda or Janet
•little Leslie Sum'
ARE YOU READY?
Your Big Sure is"
PI Phi Love??
•Little Lisa Frye'
Law, Uss. won't you ba surprised,
I'm so excited to see the look In your eyes!
Like a Single ton ol sunshine,
our friendship w* grow
Big and title lorsver.
leant wait* you know
PI Phi Love.
Your Large Slater!
77Are You a Member ol
The Hal of Foam??
??Soft Rock Care??

THE WAVE
135 and a had E Court

Al Dry Dock this Saturday, snow us your SPIRIT
by ROCKIN' TO THE RHYTHM with our D.J
Fun tor everyone! See you there' Open 9 PM to
1 AM. Located In Harshman Quad No ID'S-No
Covsrl

353-WAVE

• * ' Kathy Koch • ■ ■
The best and most wonderful things
You'l find Kath
When you search snd hnety find me
Down the''big''path!
PI Phi Love and Mine

ATTENTION MEN OF B.O.S.U.
Sorority nssds 2 houseboys
Cal 353-8419 Ask for Mom

m

Attention OokJen Key National Honor Society

• • • KIERSTEN PROCTOR • ■ •
To the bast Pi Phi little
GUESS WHO???
From IDs bast PI Pis big
• • • UT Lisa McDonald ■ ■ •
Haras to you and here s to me
Esg and Mite we I always be
Tonight's the night the time Is here
We II have some tun and drink some coke'
Lovs.
Your Big
•••■Jtal
Big and Line
Large and Smal
With you I'm the happiest
Big of all
Big" Love Me
• Ann Purvis'
The dey has come, so don't be gkjm
You've got a big. you can totaty tag
Yours is s family ol bass
'cuz we're so happy hour my at sis
PI Phi lovs. your Large
• LI Bretton Hunter •
Thursday s the day of the big-little hunl
We're gonna be sneaky, we won't be blunt.
So tosow Ins dust to my destination
As s tug kttle 'W wsl be a sensation1
We Ice our Pi Phi mte

m

■ Us/.MSksn You re s totally Groovy Chick
You re the l"tte ol my Pick
Hty neat wave Batman'
Wei party al we cant
Ribs a great tana
Cu? I'm your BIG and this is my rhyme
PI Phi Love.
Your Big
" • LI Nat Sir set • • •
As the hours pass the excitement grows
To gam a bond that wli always show
Abigandmawswabs
Hie Street and her EUg Me'
•••U'Karen Stewart""
Get psyched lor Thrusdsy night,
Having you tor a title wll be out of sight1
I knew from the start you'd be the one
Apex like us wl be nothing but tun'
I can't wan tor you to find out who I am!
Love. Your EarfTT??
• PI Beta Phi "• PI Beta Phi ••• PI Bets PN'

Did you know mat these chemical pesticides
Ceptan. Methyl Bromide. Phosdrtn. paratnion
and Dtioeeb are on the grapes that you eat?
BOYCOTT GRAPES

Massing Tonight!
BA 102 7:30 -8:00 PM
Refreshments Served1
Auditions tor
Lite in the Dark
Beth Belcher
I'm so excited about my
new title We are going to have so much
run together.
You're the coolest and your big digs you.
PI PIH Lovs,
Your Big
BethKlsehn
Ol al the smarts that one could get
-so glad that I got you.
I was thrilled, elated, but then I tound.
that I got not one. but two
So new I'm the happiest big
that mere could ever be
Oust I lovs Beth, my little
And I hope that she loves me
Bets snd Mis. Mis and Bets
What you ass Is what you Gets
The ttms ws'vs had. there's no disguise
There's simply no doubt, we lovs You Guys.
Thanx tor the fun tne laughs, the bps.
Forever yours, Fern and DucMps
BO'S 1ST ANNUAL FINE ART SHOW
Downtown Bowling Qrssn
Saturday. October i
'Interested artists centact:
Ro Issue st Currents Gallery 192-81II
MUVDOOFF
Thanks lor your support'
Your extra P U S H helped us to the lop'
Lovs. the Alpha Phis
BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA TAU, DON'T DCLAY, FIND YOUR DATE QUICK OR THE G0O0
TIMES WILL SLIP AWAY-HOMECOMINQ
'8111
CALIFORNIA FLORIDA HAWAII NEW VOW
Find out how you can go to school at one of
over 80 US. ocseges and experience an adventure' National Student Exchange Info session. Oct. 13. 4:00. Ohio Suits Csntsr for
Academic Opttona 231 Admin BMg
CATHY HOLOWCZAK:
Here you go -Clue no 4
After this, thsrs ain't no mors
To help you out-l have long hair
And when it comes to man. I love to stars!
PIPHlSlslsrhoodlsgreet"
Get to the house and don I be late'
Cause II be there with the rest of our bunch,
Your aunt cousin, and grand otg- got a hunch?
Your big lovs you!
CHIOS
Thanks for a great Oms al our lea Friday night
We took forward to seeing you again Soon.
The Brothers of Thote Chi

GRAPES YOU BUY IN BOWLING GREEN
CONTAIN PESTICIDES!
DON'T BUY THEM'
SUPPORT FARMWORKERS-BOYCOTT
GRAPES

•" ANDREA SMITH ••

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMNISTRATION
STUDENTS
WANT TO KNOW WHAT COURSES REMAIN
TO
BE COMPLETED FOR GRADUATION?
A computerized audit has been prepared for
you (except transfer studsnts) and can be
picked up m the Business Administration 2nd
floor Student Lounge during the times posted.
Advisors wtJ sxpect to see your audit when you
meet with them before advanced registration,
so check the times posted and pick up your au
drt today! Advanced regietrstion begins October 3rd

-"•ANOMAMarrN"'My Pi Phi Lrftle

OMORATS TO PHI KAPPA TAU ATHLETES
OF THE WEEK: OREO OSWALD AND RED
TEAM1QFTBALLI

Th** FAST
Qeorge Hough
snd Jehn LeieoW'
taahng today In
support ot the United Farm
Workers and the Grape Boycott

Lost Gold, classic frame Ray-ban Sunglasses
Cal 353-7438
LOST Male neutered shepherd mix. black face
and black I silver body REWARD Cal
352 2818 anytime

•••TONYA CAMERON'"
REACH UP TO THE SKY AND
HOLD YOUR HEAD UP HIGH
OH SING A SONG OF CHEER
CAUSE YOUR LARGE IS NEAR
HERE'S YOUR FINAL CLUE SO
I'LLBESEE'INYOU
PI PHI LOVE. YOUR LARGE

•••A»««aaiis~
ler
Lite In The Berk
A New Musical Theatre Production
MMAC Rm 2008. 10-10 thru 10-11. 8-9:00
PM
Fa more Into. , 354-2448 or 372-6842
''ANDtlEA SMITH •'
You're my title end I can't wart II meet you at
the Pt PN house sornstims after sight!

Crslg A. Notartsnnl
A FRIEND la someone who CARES about you.
No rnsftsr what your choices or decisions an*.
Friends ws wars and friends I hops wsl stay.
Thanks lor making me smile
"LmJeGIrr
DO WENDY NEALDG
CongrstuMbone and Good Luck with Homecomng" GO FOR ITM
L.ITB.
LI" Pern

DAVID HARMS

SOCICDV

WHAT
Jusr A HidinTE.UeaiEV.

\

Trl£ ViU AM

nx*Ticio>.Tae

BACK PfCf-!?f

FRANK'S PLACE OPENS OCTOBER 21 Ml
From flyers snd forms to newsletters snd letter
head, wave got what you need to look SUPER
on paper' See us lor al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Kmfcoe 354-3977
Gary.
I had a great tlms at Dawn Dence-even though
R rained, the tent fet snd YOU STOLE ALL
THE BLANKETS! Happy 7 montha (a day kite) I
LoveYoul
Diana
Hsyurswsethort,
Happy 20th"
Lovs,
Your Hot Man m Purdue
PS. Soonl
Hey urns
Christy Amos
Give me an A
GJvsmeeD
I think you
can flours out
ths restLovs you tons
Your Large
INTERESTED IN ART?
COME TO THE HOMECOMING ART SHOW.
I108MOSELEY HALL. FRI . OCT. 7. 7 30 h 10 PM » SAT OCT 8. 3-7 PM
Internships for si majors In Washington DC. Info
sessions ere being held now Spring 89 deedIne Is Oct. 21. Contact the Csntsr for Academic Optiona. 231 Administration,
372-8202
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WOMEN'S
BOWUN0K)CT 11; CROSS COUNTRY (M t
W)-OCT. 12; C DBLS RACOUETBALLOCT.
13;COEDTRIPLESVOLLEYBALLOCT IB
Jenny School
I'm so excited lor Big Hunt
And getting you as a smal.
Cause of al the tmes thsrs wi be
Mines the best of al
No matter what ths futurs brings
II be thsrs for you.
To be your sister, your big. a your friend
no matter what you do
PI PN Love and Mine

"TNnkFAST'
George Hough
II
lasting today In
support ol the United Farm
Workers and the Grape Boycott

KD Big Mary Thompson KD
For one week you kept me In the dark
And last Tuesday your phone cal cams.
The last thing 1 remember Is the remark
Of who your ItHe turns sut to be.
You're such a ler I I'm glad yours my big Snd WS
have a great year ahead ol us
KD Lovs snd Mine.
Shane
Lit Cathy Ortmesey
Today is the day
That you wsl find out
Who your PI Phi big la al about
Get excited and see you tonight
PI PN Lovs, Your big
Lll Margaret Bsron
You wars my target Margaret
The Ittle s.s I aimed lor
You shot s dart through my Pi Phi Hsert'
You wars the buaasys from ths start!
Lovs, your big????
PS. I can't wait until tonight"
PI PI*-PI PN—P1PN--PI PN
Lil Suaan Metor
Thursday is the day for you to ass
Just who your Pi Phi big wit be'
R started during RUSH and goes on lorsver'
I can't wan for you to find ms!
PI PN Lovs,
Your Big?????
IJVV*ls Hughes
I've got some grsat news.
The big hunt Is In tight
So get psyched tor a great night
Because your big thinks you're dynamite'!
PI PN Leva.
Big?

PllataPI"PI8etaPhl"PlieuPhl
Little Sandy Applebee
Carnations are wine
Arrow are gold
Together we IDusd
A friendship 10 hold
Throughout tie years
And when cosage • paat
Our lag Little bond
Wllleetandlasl
Pi PN Love. Big??
PI PN Just Poors PI PN
There a no candle
Or string to unravel
Bui a Pi PN tradition
Juat waiting lor you
So rush 10 the house
And get ready to start.
Look high and low
And don't lei anything go by
For under the Rtfesl thing
Your Big wtt Bursty bs
PIPNLovssndMlns,
Your Big??
PI PHI LI Lori K PI PHI
I KNOW WHO YOU ARE
YOU DON'T KNOW ME
BUT AFTER THE HUNT THURSDAY
YOUR PROUD BIG I WILL BE
PI PM 810? PI PHI
PIPN'LrTtlsTrusblood • PIPN
Tonights ths night whan you
Wl see, fuel how special you are to me
I have fust one Isat clue lor you
rm m ma with a Sigma Cm named Todd See
you tonight'
Love, your Big??/
PIPN' UI'Mmdy Whalen
Big Hunt la coing to an end
And when It doss, you'l find a friend
Our bond of sisterhood wli Bursty grow.
I love my smal. thie you w* always know'
PIPN Lovs.
Your Big-"'
R08 LOWE
• PHOTOS *
ROB LOWE
COLOR andBlW

Gary 353-4574
Roomie ktfcheasvss
A weekend with our boyfriends
How great it wa ba
Me al Holy Cross
And you st 8.0.
Sorry II miss your bVthdsy
But I know you understand
Hope your party la great
And hevs a GREAT Bme wRh your man
HAPPY igth
KrtstJS
HCUC
SAY*:
Show your spirit!
Show up st ths
Bvjnftre-Homecoming Raffy
Tonight Coleos Park 7 30
SIC SIC
SAYS:
Show your spirit'
Show up st the
Bonfke-HornecomlngRaly
Tonight Cossge Park 7:30

Ui AMon
Today's ths day
And you wM soon sas
Your BIG is wsfflng
And as excited as can be
Tonlte wll be tun
Cause we w« go out
We're the BEST big snd title
Thsrs Is no doubt
UT lathy I
ITS twins' id nsvs thought I'd have twins at
such an early age. Gat excRed for tonight, tor
you wa find out who your twin and big are
PI Phi love, your Big
Little Cheryl Hey:.
The day is here
The hour le near
Soon is the time
and the end of tNe rhyme
Gat psyched for longlght
PI Phi Lovs, Your Big
unMKrknanGtbboriei
PI Phi's motto is It's bsttsr 10
Duo at Monmouth. Wsl I bslsvs In Duomg a lot1
Hut Hint' Gel psyched tot tonight, I know I ami
PI PN Lovs.
Your Big
Little Meg Connelly.
For sl you do...
This Biga for you
Gat psyched for the hunt tonight!
PIPN Love,
Your Big?
Lyna:
What created the strong friendship between
us? Our spsdsl rsurttonshlp and caring for each
other must have been utadsatlnsd by a dhrtns
force
In PI Phi Lovs
"VourBg"
Maria GorualeaYour big Is waling, soon you wll tee
What R meane 10 belong 10 my famty tree'
Michsat Jsnklns ,
Today le the dey
And you wk) soon eee
WrvslaQflfATFarrillywewabe'
Lovs. your big

Ths 1988 FM Edition ol the Student OrganUs110ns Dvsctory it tvalebie m the Office of Student ActtvttJss 1 Orientation. Room 408 Of ths
Student Services BuaoVig

October 6,1988

December graduate needs one to take over
lease for spring Live on sscond street in Nee
apartment arith triendty and tun roommates Cal
8*1 Jo 353-5862
Female roommate needed lor spring semester
»140smooth • Cal352-6726 tttsr 3 PM
Needed One male non-smoking roommate
724 S Cossge apt 21
SI 40 par mo 352-8722
ROOM NEEDED FOR FEMALE GRADUATE
STUDENT TILL DECEMBER 1988. CALL
353-3329 EVENINGS
S112.60 I
354-5028

tor tNa semester
plus utl Cal Crslg

HELP WANTED
A good way to asm money for the upcoming
holiday season Highly motivated energetic individual to HI waiter waitress, floor walker I cs
Shier poBRtons M high energy nightclub. Car
pooling avertable Good way to earn extra
money. Apply at Buttons. Tuee thru Sun after
830 PM
ATTENTION WOMEN AGES 11-25
FREE Max Tsat and Undsrwslsr Weighing
Cal or Stop m on M 9. W 1 30-5 30 PM
110 Epp S FHnsss 1 Sport Physiology Lab
372-ego3
Babysitter wonted during Womens BtHe Study
Tuesdays 9 AM - 12 PM Transportation provided Cal 362 7085
Cossge Student to watch 3 activs boys two
evenings a week Ages 5, 101 12. Prefer own
transportation Mlnorrfiss encouraged to call
Musi have 3 references. Start date approx
10-10-88 NearBGSU Cal353-7727
Companlea are looking for C-S. and MIS
mafu.-r (Or Spring Jobs. Earn 11,000 to 11,600
a month. Beat the summer rush to maks
money snd gsln prsctlcsl experience. Csll
Carol at 372-2412 or stop by the Co-op Program, 211 Admin Bldg
EXCELLENT PART TIME MONEY. DISTRIBUTE ADVERTISING SURVEY. APPLY: PIF
Rsssarch. 129 Boles. FayetlevHe. AR 72701
FRAGRANCE MODEL
For Local Department Stores
Part-time
Csl Cosset - Trudy
(218)238-8828
Gat Your Foot In the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring ths xitsrvisws
Don't take chances on toss-WE DO IT RIGHT
Klnko's 3543977.
GOVERNMENT JOBS! 118.037 to $89,405
Immediate Hiring! Your area Cal (refundable)
1-518-459-3611 EXT F15364 for Federal List
24HRS
HalpWsntsd Student to do yerdwork
352-8675
Help Wanted Student lo do kghl housework
352-8575
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr
round.
Europe. S. Amur . Austraka. Asis sl fields
$900-2000 s mo Sightseeing. Ires Into Writs
UC. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronsdo Del Mar. CA
92625
Person to watch 2 loddktrs In my horns 15
mass weal of BG MWF Days 1-748-8753
Eva*.

man
so
Show your spirit'
Show up at ths
BonRre- Homecoming Rely
Tonight CoMga Park 7:30
SOFT ROCK CAFE
THE BEST HAPPY HOURS
4-9Mon-Fri
Compernsntsry Munchlss
4-7 Mon.-Fri.
SOFT ROCK C-FE
Playing tNa weak from Toledo
The Den and Don Show

SOFT ROCK CAFE
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
KrCKOFF AT 9 PM
COMPLIMENTARY MUNCHIE BUFFET
Begins al 9 30

Personnsl Rsssarch Assistance Part time, hex
Hie hours between 8 AM and 1 PM in Psrrysu
burg $600 par N. PLUS BONUS-Graduste
Laval In Organizational Behavior or Business
preferred
Call for appointment
(419)674-8982 Cheney and Associates
RESORT HOTELS. Crulssenss. AJriavsa, $
Amusement Parks. NOW accspting
lions lor summer fobs internships, and
positions For mors information and an application: write National Coeegtats Recreation Sar
vice PO Box 8074. HMon Head SC 29938
Wanted Guitarist capable of Lead tor ssrious
promlntnt cossge bond Vocals prsfsrrsd
Have resources to ploy aa much as desired
Please csl Tony or Dan at 372-3383 or
353-4586'

FOR SALE
'74 Mustang II Looks grsal! Runs greet1 $ 1500
negotiable Cal Mark al 353-3639

If
Mcheee Monhert
Pi Phi Angel met you are
Of my famsy, the newest star
Your big is psyched tor tonight
Don't bother guessing, you won't bs right

ION*w>

1980 Chevy Citation 94.000 ml, runs
sxcelnnt. body in good condrtion Asking $500
364-2428
SPRINOBREAK BAREFOOT CRUISE
80 FT. YACHTS BIMSNI BAHAMAS
GROUPS OF 8 *435 PP 7 DAYS
1-800-999-7245
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP 1 CRUISE FREE

SWEET TALK ON SWEETEST DAY
FROM THE ALPHA PtHS
COMING SOONt
TimSaxton
Gat psyched for a PI Kaay»l4omacanlngl
This wssksnd la going to ba graMI
Mertyn
Tomy«ANTA«TIC Little JAN PEASEIII
Today is the day. when the fun begins
Your day wl bs m disarray until you get clued
it.
For. tour long snd confusing days
You've tried lo guess who Ism.
Another due kxM may heap you llgure out
Who I am My years m PI Phi
I lavs been both wins end sever plus.
Some say that I'm old some say young loo
A ecjphomors. junior, senior or whatnot
But one thing Is for sure, s pledge I'm not
PI PN Lovs. Your Big???

To My UT Ons Michees RsveK,
Esg and Lil ie what we are
Together as slstsrs wa wH go far.
You ate swssoms and I cant wan
UnK the Big Hunt, so don't ba lets!
Pi Ph Lovs snd Mlns.
Your Big Sis
Tune Into Bowling Qreen't SPORTS leader
SATURDAY lor UVE MAC FOOTBALL
ONo vs. 8.0. on WBOU FM
1 00 PREGAME 1 30 KCKOFF
HI FMWBOU

2 MICHAEL JACKSON tickets lor Oct 10 concart al 8:00 PM In FSchfiald Cossssum $50
Cal Sieve 3530180
83 CAMARO MINT! AUTO, PS P8. HATCH
ROOF. KENWOOD STEREO. SECURITY
61,000 Ml MUST SELL NOW TUITION IS
DUE $4600 o bo. 372-8738
Aquarium--medium sire wRh sir flftsr. chemicals
and much mors. $36 or bast otter Cal
353 5737 after 6 00
ASTEROIDS ARCADE SYTLE VIDEO
MACHINE 2 PLAYER. COIN OPERATEDWTTH KEYS. FULLY OPERATIONAL $150 OR
3 FOOD BOOKS 363-4771
ELECTRIC STOVE. SUNRAY. USED LESS
THAN 1 YR.S100 CALL 2-2288 OR AFTER 5.
362-8803
FORD EXP 82 Cruise Control. Power steer
mg„AM-FM tape, AC. clean Interior, 86 engine
MUST SELL $1475, Csl: 353-7129
GoxC acoustic guitsr-moOel D-50 Approx 15
yrt old, make offer
372-2801 days,
823-3033 eves (local) Barb
Misc Furniture- Tables, chairs, lamps
UNDER $25 Cal 874-2434 after 6 PM

ALL

Sanyo Microwave Oven. $100: Canon Personal Typewriter $80, Miscellaneous flams (mirror
ton. ate ) Cal 354-8602
TANDY 10O0 COMPUTER 258K HARDLY
USED $450
353-4987 OR LEAVE MESSAGE

FOR RENT
708 Second SI Apt. A
2 bdrm turn apt. avertable Immedalery
Cal John Nawtovs Real Estate

354-2280
•TNnkFAST*
andJonn Lelbotd'
lasting today in
suppport of ths Unflsd Firm
Workers and the Grape Boycott

WANTED

DECEMBER GRADUATE NEEDS PERSON(S)
TO TAKE OVER LEASE AT VILLAGE GREEN
APTS. 1 BDRM
PLEASE CALL NOW
363-8809

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books

CASH FOR BASEBALL CARDS
individual carda or sets
Any years oonaktered.
Cal 362-1928 avs

Snd for your copy tally!
Fru Catalog
Box 17000
woininfton DC 2O0U-70O0

